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Résumé

Pour l’existence, on a dès le départ deux voies possibles : la voie “rennaise”, où
l’on considère “sérieusement” l’intégrale élémentaire comme une mesure vec-
torielle... voie qui ne nécessite guère de théorie des martingales... mais exige
par contre quelques connaissances en analyse fonctionnelle ; et puis, la voie
“strasbourgeoise”, plus ancienne, où l’on considère “sérieusement” une semi-
martingale comme somme locale d’une martingale de carré intégrable et d’un
processus à variation finite, voie qui nécessite donc quelques connaissances en
théorie des martingales, mais peu de choses en dehors.

C. Dellacherie : Un survol de la théorie de l’intégrale stochastique.





A “stochastic process”, intended to model a random phenomenon evolving in time, is taken to
be a family of real-valued random variables Xt(ω) defined on the same probability space (Ω,F ,P)
and indexed by the t in the non-negative reals IR+ – thus ultimately a function X : Ω× IR+ → IR.
By fixing ω one gets a function from IR+ to IR called a “trajectory” of the process (which represents
a “sample” of the phenomenon being modelled).

The functional analyst will want to move to the space L0 of random variables on (Ω,F , P )
— and so construe the process as a single “trajectory” Xt ∈ L0 — equipped with convergence in
probability. (It is actually a space of equivalence classes of random variables identified whenever
they are equal almost surely). The pointwise operations induce on L0 the structure of a “vector
lattice”: i.e. a real vector space closed for finite sups and infs. Convergence in probability, being
homogeneous (i.e. invariant under subtracting the limit) may be described by convergence to 0 as
P [|fn| ≥ δ] → 0 for every δ > 0. This convergence is metrizable, e.g. by the (invariant) metric

||f || :=
∫
|f | ∧ 1dP

(as follows from δP [|f | ≥ δ] ≤ ||f || ≤ δ + P [|f | ≥ δ]; one gets an equivalent metric by replacing 1
with any positive constant, or even a positive integrable function): this satisfies ||f || = 0 iff f = 0
a.s., || − f || = ||f ||, ||f + g|| ≤ ||f ||+ ||g|| (so that L0 is a metric group) and λnfn → λf if fn → f
and λn → λ in IR, so that it is a metrizable topological vector space, which is moreover complete
(Every Cauchy sequence has an a.s. Cauchy subsequence). However, unlike the spaces L1 ⊃ L2

which it contains (with stronger convergences — i.e. they are continuously embedded), L0 is not
normable, nor is it locally convex.

(It is habitual to exhibit the event algebra F as the union of an increasing chain of subalgebras
Ft (the subalgebra of “events known at time t”), = ∩s>t Fs and containing all the negligeable
events, and such that Xt is Ft-measurable; and to postulate that X is measurable not just for each
t individually but as a function on the product (with respect to the Borel fields in IR+ and IR).
Neither of these is required by the method employed here.)

The “stochastic integral” combines an “integrator” or integrating process X with an “integrand”
or integrated process Y to produce an “integral” Z =

∫
Y dX — this is usually interpreted as a

process by taking the integral from 0 to a variable t but we shall suppress this t-dependence and
construe Z simply as a random variable (which does not limit generality).

The simplest kind of IR+-valued function on Ω×IR is (the characteristic function of) a“rectangle”
E × (s, t] where E ∈ F and s < t; we shall build up the integrands from these, first by taking finite
linear combinations to obtain the “elementary processes” and then by closing for limits. Observe
that a rectangle has trajectories 1(s,t] for ω ∈ E and 0 for ω 6∈E and so is a “caglad” process: i.e. one
whose trajectories are continuous from the left and have limits from the right — all the integrands
will share this property.

In order for Z to deserve the name of integral, it should exhibit some of the properties char-
acteristic of this concept — at the least : linearity in the integrand Y , some sort of continuity for
convergence of Y which will permit limits to be passed through the integral sign, and agreement,
for very simple integrands, with the classical integral calculated one trajectory at a time. This
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last gives, for a rectangle, the value Xt −Xs for ω ∈ E and 0 for ω 6∈E: thus the random variable
1E(Xt −Xs) as value of

∫
1E×(s,t]dX

The extension by linearity to the elementary functions is possible thanks to the additivity of the
integral on decompositions of a rectangle into finite disjoint unions of others. Rectangle E× (s, t] ⊃
E ′ × (s′, t′] if and only if E ⊃ E ′ and s ≤ s′ < t′ ≤ t. It follows that the rectangles are closed
for intersection and the difference of two is a disjoint union of at most three. (These operations do
not lead out of the “predictable” rectangles, defined as those for which E ∈ Fs). Every elementary
function can be put into a standard form: Break up the rectangles E× (s, t] by the points s′ ∈ (s, t]
which are endpoints of other rectangles, as E× (s.s′]∪E× (s′, t] (this also preserves predictability)
until the rectangles in the linear combination have (s, t]’s which are either disjoint or coincide;
then combine the summands which have the same (s, t] by forming the linear combination of the
characteristic functions of their E’s. This yields a sum of e · 1(s,t] with pairwise disjoint (s, t] and
e an elementary random variable (in Fs if the rectangles were predictable) whose integral is the
corresponding sum of the e(Xt −Xs).

The elementary processes are closed not just for linear combination but also for the lattice
operations — the pointwise sup of two is again one (Break up their constituent rectangles further
so that they have the same (s, t]’s and take the sup of corresponding e’s). This suggests attaining
the desired extension to an integral continuous and complete for some sort of convergence of the
Y via a modification of the Daniell scheme. Recall that the latter starts from a space of bounded
real-valued functions on some set, closed for the pointwise linear and lattice operations, on which
is defined a real-valued linear order-preserving (f ≥ 0 → If ≥ 0 is enough) functional I such that
fn ↓ 0 pointwise → Ifn ↓ 0; and produces an extension to a similar such space (on the same set)
closed for pointwise monotone convergence, hence satisfying a monotone convergence theorem. The
above stochastic integral on the elementaryprocesses is indeed linear, but although the value set L0

has a suitable order — in ≤ a.s.— the integral would be order-preserving only if Xt were increasing
in this order as t↑, a restriction which would exclude all but the least interesting processes. Order
preservation must therefore be dropped, and the continuity of I at 0 reformulated as

If fn ↓ 0 then Ifn → 0 in probability.

A consequence of order preservation for real-valued I — if fn is monotone bounded so is Ifn, hence
convergent — must also be made up by postulating

If non-negative fn ↓ then Ifn converges in probability.

To see what continuity at 0 would involve, consider a sequence of rectangles Rn ↓ φ (thus
whose characteristic functions ↓ 0). This occurs e.g. if Rn = En × (s, t] with En ↓ φ or if Rn =
E × (s, tn] with tn ↓ s. In the former case we do indeed have 1En(Xt −Xs) → 0 a.s. ; in the latter,
1E(Xtn − Xs) → 0 in L0 just when Xtn → Xs in probability: thus we require that X be right
continuous and we’ll take it to have left limits as well, i.e. to be “cadlag”.

In addition the integral, as defined on the elementary processes, will be assumed continuous
for uniform convergence : i.e. if Yn ↓ 0 uniformly on Ω × IR then

∫
YndX → 0 in L0. (In the

Strasbourg canon, X is a“semimartingale”). This will enable us to establish the Daniell requirement
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of continuity at 0 once we have continuity at φ not just for the rectangles as above, but in the (set)
algebra which they generate in Ω× IR. Indeed, if Yn ↓ 0, the linear combination of those rectangles
with coefficients < δ integrates to within ε of 0 while the remaining sum has support a disjoint
union of rectangles which ↓ φ — by replacing each E × (s, t] with E ∩ [Xt ≥ Xs] × (s, t] resp.
E ∩ [Xt < Xs] × (s, t] one gets sequences built with rectangles whose integrals are positive resp.
negative and converge to 0 on the sequence, hence so do the integrals of linear combinations of the
rectangles with positive bounded coefficients.

A similar argument can be used to show that the integral is Cauchy on non-negative decreasing
sequences. Suppose Y0 ≡ 1 and break the successive differences Yn − Yn+1 into the parts < δ,
for which the integral is < ε, and the remainder, supported by a disjoint union An of rectangles.
Decompose each An as a disjoint union of its meets with the atoms of the Boolean subalgebra
generated by the Ai, i < n — these are the 2n−1 meets built with all possible choices from the
pairs {Ai, A

′
i} — and note that any meet with more than 1/δ unprimed terms is void. The union

of the atoms with exactly j unprimed terms is sent by meet with An into that with j + 1; hence
the union of these terms in the decomposition of An is, for fixed j, a pairwise disjoint sequence.
Thus the convergence to 0 of the integrals of successive differences — hence also the Cauchyness of
integrals of non-negative decreasing sequences — will follow once the “measure” x (i.e. the integral
restricted to the algebra A of finite unions of rectangles) is shown to be “s-bounded” or “exhaustive”
in the sense of converging to 0 on pairwise disjoint sequences. We turn to proving this, as well as
continuity at φ for decreasing sequences in A.

A set B in a topological vector space is “bounded” if it is contained in some positive multiple
rU of every zero - neighborhood U . Since {E[|f | ∧ 1] < ε} = E[|rf | ∧ r < rε], the bounded B in
L0 verify ∨b∈B P [|b| ≥ r] → 0 as r ↑ ∞ — for if ∨BP [|b| ≥ r] stayed ≥ ε then for every r there
would be a b ∈ B with E[|b| ∧ r] ≥ rε. Incidentally, this shows that L0 is not normable — for none
of its zero - neighborhoods is bounded. A continuous operator preserves boundedness: thus the
measure x sends the algebra A, as well as the whole unit ball of the elementary processes normed
for uniform convergence, into a bounded set in L0.

Since the unit ball is closed under negation, the disjoint sequences in it admit replacement of
any of their elements by negatives; hence so do their images in the bounded image of the ball in L0.
Replace, at each ω, the elements of the image of a disjoint sequence An in the ball by their absolute
values: at any ω at which their finite subsums are bounded, the series converges (absolutely). Now
a bounded subset of L0 has an a.s. finite sup: thus the series converges (absolutely) almost surely;
in particular x(An) → 0 a.s. It follows that also vAn := ∨‖xB‖ : An ⊃ B ∈ A → 0 in L0 and so v
is Cauchy on increasing sequences in A. Of course v is isotone and subadditive, hence converges to
0 on Ω× (s, t] as t ↓ s, by the right continuity of X.

To see that vAn ↓ 0 as An ↓ φ, split the An into an increasing sequence of finite disjoint unions
of left open subintervals on which v sums to < ε and a decreasing sequence of finite unions of closed
intervals. (From the subintervals (s, t] of An in the latter extract at the nth stage (s, s′]’s on which v
sums to < ε/2n.) Since the complementary unions of closed intervals decrease to void (since ⊂ An)
they are eventually void, thus eventually vAn < ε.

The validity of the topological group-valued Daniell extension under (essentially) the above con-
ditions was established by Pellaumail in an unnecessarily complicated manner.

The result can be obtained more simply be specializing a lattice-theoretic Daniell extension
theorem, obtained independently by Kranz and me, as a generalization of Fox-Morales’ extension of
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“modular” or “strongly additive” functions — i.e., which satisfy x(E)+x(F ) = x(E∪F )+x(E∩F )
— from their setting of a lattice of subsets, to an abstract lattice satisfying only En ↑ E → En∩F ↑
E∩F and its dual. This law holds in lattices of real-valued functions, as does f+g = (f∨g)+(f∧g),
so that an additive group-valued function would be modular. (If the lattice does not have a group
structure, continuity at 0 must be replaced by continuity for monotone sequences at every point).
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